Abstract-A reduced complexity trellis-based turbo equalizer known as the in-phase (I)/quadrature-phase (Q) turbo equalizer (TEQ-IQ) invoking iterative channel impulse response (CIR) estimation is proposed. The underlying principle of TEQ-IQ is based on equalizing the I and Q component of the transmitted signal independently. This requires the equalization of a reduced set of separate I and Q signal components in comparison to all of the possible I/Q phasor combinations considered by the conventional trellis-based equalizer. It was observed that the TEQ-IQ operating in conjunction with iterative CIR estimation was capable of achieving the same performance as the full-complexity conventional turbo equalizer (TEQ-CT) benefiting from perfect CIR information for both 4-and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) transmissions, while attaining a complexity reduction factor of 1.1 and 12.2, respectively. For 64-QAM, the TEQ-CT receiver was too complex to be investigated by simulation. However, by assuming that only two turbo equalization iterations were required, which is the lowest possible number of iterations, the complexity of the TEQ-IQ was estimated to be a factor of 51.5 lower than that of the TEQ-CT. Furthermore, at BER = 10 3 the performance of the TEQ-IQ 64-QAM receiver using iterative CIR estimation was only 1.5 dB away from the associated decoding performance curve of the nondispersive Gaussian channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N A communications system, the received signal is degraded by intersymbol interference (ISI) introduced by the channel. The effects of ISI can be mitigated by employing equalization [1] , [2] and the associated bit-error rate (BER) can be further reduced by using error control coding [3] schemes. However, when performing the equalization and channel decoding independently, we cannot completely compensate for the performance loss due to the ISI, even when soft decisions are passed from the equalizer to the channel decoder [3] . Instead, by performing the equalization and decoding iteratively, as in the turbo equalization scheme proposed by Douillard et al. [4] , the residual ISI can be mitigated effectively. Gertsman and Lodge [5] then showed that the iterative process of turbo equalization can be exploited to compensate for the performance degradations due to imperfect channel estimation. In order to achieve better BER performance, combined turbo coding and turbo equalization schemes have also been investigated by Raphaeli and Zarai [6] . Knickenberg et al. [3] , [7] subsequently proposed a noniterative joint equalization and decoding technique based on a supertrellis structure. This technique yielded an optimum performance, but was restricted to incorporating simple interleavers due to the high complexity incurred by large interleavers. Due to complexity reasons, early turbo equalization investigations using the conventional trellis-based equalizer (CT-EQ) were constrained to applying binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation schemes [5] and to limited channel impulse response (CIR) durations. This is because the computational complexity incurred by the CT-EQ is dependent on both the maximum CIR duration and on the modulation mode utilized. Hence, turbo equalization research has been focused on developing reduced complexity equalizers, such as the low-complexity linear equalizer proposed by Glavieux et al. [8] and the radial basis function (RBF) equalizer by Yee et al. [9] .
Motivated by these trends, we propose a reduced complexity trellis-based turbo equalizer, referred to as the in-phase/quadrature-phase turbo equalizer (TEQ-IQ), invoking iterative channel estimation [10] for M-level quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) [1] systems. The performance of the TEQ-IQ scheme is compared with that of the conventional trellis-based turbo equalizer (TEQ-CT) benefiting from perfect CIR information.
The outline of this contribution is as follows. Section II provides an overview of the system model, while Sections III and IV describe the principles and the operations of the reduced complexity equalizer in the context of turbo equalization. Subsequently, Sections V and VI discuss the complexity of the TEQ-IQ and summarizes the simulation parameters. This is followed by the system performance in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII provides our concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In our investigations, we have considered a coded M-QAM system employing turbo equalization at the receiver, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . At the transmitter, the source bits are convolutionally encoded to yield the coded bits . Subsequently, the coded bits are channel interleaved and passed to the modulator, which produces the modulated signal . The signal is transmitted over the channel characterized by the CIR and further corrupted by the zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise , having a double-sided power spectral density of , at the receiver to yield the received signal . Since the CIR is complex and, therefore, consists of the I component and Q component , the resultant received signal is (1) and and are the I and Q components of the transmitted signal . Also note that and are the quadrature components of the Gaussian noise . At the receiver, the CIR is estimated using an iterative CIR estimation technique [10] , [11] . Specifically, during the first turbo equalization iteration the CIR is estimated using the least mean square (LMS) algorithm [12] and the training sequence mentioned previously. The initial step-size of the LMS algorithm is set to 0.05. Subsequently, the CIR estimate acquired during the first iteration is then utilized by the soft-in/soft-out (SISO) [13] equalizer, which generates soft decisions in the form of the logarithmic probability ratios known as log-likelihood ratios (LLR). These soft decisions are passed to the channel decoder, which computes the reliability information referred to as a posteriori information, corresponding to the coded bits. During the next iteration, instead of using the training sequence for re-estimating the CIR, the soft estimates of the entire transmission burst's symbols derived from the a posteriori information of the SISO decoder are employed. Here, a smaller step-size of 0.01 is utilized in the LMS algorithm. The decoder's a posteriori information is converted from the ratio of probability values into soft estimates of the modulated symbols by computing the statistical average of the transmitted symbol probabilities [8] . Further details of this conversion are provided in Section IV-A. This CIR estimation process is repeated for each turbo equalization iteration.
Although there exists a wide range of low complexity SISO algorithms, we have opted for using the logarithmic-maximum a posteriori (Log-MAP) algorithm [14] , [15] for both the SISO channel equalizer and for the channel decoder, since the Log-MAP algorithm achieves optimal performance, despite having a reduced computational complexity compared with the original maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm [16] .
III. PRINCIPLES OF I/Q-PHASE EQUALIZATION
As shown in (1), the I/Q components of the received signals, namely and , become dependent on and after transmission over the complex CIR. We refer to the cross correlation between and in and as cross coupling. This cross coupling of the transmitted signal components requires the receiver to consider a high number of signal combinations, hence necessitating the use of many equalizer trellis states. We can reduce the number of states significantly, when the cross coupling is removed such that the quadrature components of the decoupled channel output and are solely dependent on or , respectively. The decoupling operation is performed by removing the undesired quadrature component from the received signal using the symbol and channel estimates generated by the receiver. If these estimates were perfect, perfect decoupling could be achieved. In reality, no perfect symbol and channel estimates are available. However, the initial rough estimates improve considerably during the consecutive turbo equalization iterations, ultimately yielding a performance close to that of the system using no I/Q decoupling. This process will be elaborated on in Section IV-B. For transmission over real-valued channels, no decoupling is necessary. This is because and from (1) it is observed that and are solely dependent on the and , respectively. The decoupling operation is only essential for transmissions over channels described by complex-valued CIRs.
After decoupling, we can equalize and independently, hence reducing significantly the number of states in the trellis, when compared with the CT-EQ. In the 4-QAM system, and can be either 1 or 1, whereas for 16-QAM, there are four possible values of and , namely 3, 1, 1, and 3. Hence, there are possible values of , where again is the number of constellation points for a particular modulation mode. The total number of states in the I/Q equalizer (I/Q-EQ) trellis is and there are number of transitions leaving each state. Once the trellis states and transitions are determined, any trellis-based SISO algorithm, such as the MAP algorithm [16] or the Log-MAP algorithm [14] , can be implemented. As mentioned before, each signal constellation point can be represented by using a given combination of bits. For example, the 16-QAM signal constellation can be represented by bits, namely , and , where for . Let us assume that bits and are used to represent , while bits and are mapped to . Therefore, the SISO I/Q-EQ, which equalizes will give the a posteriori LLRs of bits and . The other I/Q-EQ equalizing the signal is also based on the same principles. However, in this case, combinations of are considered instead of and the LLRs of bits and are produced. In general, for an M-QAM scheme, Fig. 2 . Schematic of the turbo equalizer employing a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) and a SISO channel decoder in the first-turbo equalization iteration. In subsequent iterations, two reduced complexity SISO in-phase/quadrature-phase equalizers (I/Q-EQ) and one SISO channel decoder is employed. The notation represents a channel interleaver, while is used to denote a channel deinterleaver. the number of bits used to represent a symbol is . Therefore, the I/Q-EQ associated with will compute the a posteriori LLRs of the first number of bits, while the other I/Q-EQ determines the LLRs of the following bits. Subsequently, the LLRs of both I/Q-EQs are multiplexed in the schematic of Fig. 2 before being passed to the decoder, in order to ensure that they are rearranged in the right order, i.e., in the order of . Note that it is important to identify the bits, which are mapped to the I and Q component of the signal. For example, as in the previous 16-QAM example, bits and correspond to signal , while and map to . This is because the channel decoder operates on the received information on a coded bit basis. Therefore, the I/Q-EQ of each quadrature arm must determine the LLR values corresponding to the coded bits. If the LLRs of the quadrature symbols are determined instead, then an additional processing step is required for converting the LLR values of the quadrature symbols to the LLRs of the coded bits. Therefore, the above-mentioned principle of the I/Q-EQ is not directly applicable to M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK), which has values higher than four, such as , 16, 32, since the bits of the multilevel symbol do not distinctly map to and as in the above square-shaped M-QAM constellations.
IV. OVERVIEW OF THE REDUCED COMPLEXITY TURBO EQUALIZER Fig. 2 , which is discussed in detail throughout this section, illustrates the schematic of the turbo equalizer utilising two reduced complexity SISO equalizers. As mentioned previously in Section II, the Log-MAP algorithm [14] is employed in the I/Q-EQ and in the channel decoder blocks. Here, the soft decisions generated are in the form of LLRs. We expressed the LLR values of the equalizer and decoder using vector notations. following the approach of [5] , albeit using different notations. The superscript denotes the nature of the LLR, namely " " is used for the composite a posteriori information, "I" for the combined channel and extrinsic information and " " for the extrinsic information. Furthermore, the subscripts in Fig. 2 are used to represent the iteration index, while the argument within the brackets ( ) indicates the index of the receiver stage, where the equalizers are denoted as stage 0, while the channel decoder as stage 1. Furthermore, in our discussions related to multilevel QAM, the term bit refers to either the 1 or 1 bit of the M-QAM symbols. For 4-QAM, there are two bits in a symbol, whereas a 16-QAM symbol consists of four bits.
At the first iteration, the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is invoked, since it is a low-complexity approach to providing initial estimates of the transmitted symbols, as compared with the more complex CT-EQ. Subsequently, the SISO channel decoder of Fig. 2 generates the a posteriori LLR , from which the extrinsic information of the encoded bits, namely is extracted. In the next iteration, the a posteriori LLR is used to regenerate estimates of the I and Q components of the transmitted signal, namely and , as seen in the "MAP bit LLRs to symbols" block of Fig. 2 . The a posteriori information was transformed from the logarithmic domain to modulated symbols using the approach employed in [8] . The estimates of the transmitted quadrature components and are then convolved with the estimate of the CIR . At the decoupler block of Fig. 2 , the resultant signal is used to remove the cross-coupling effect-seen in (1)-from both quadrature components of the transmitted signal, yielding and . As mentioned previously, the cross coupling between and in each quadrature arm of the received signal is removed, in order to reduce the number of possible signal combinations, hence reducing the number of equalizer states in the trellis. After the decoupling operation, and are passed to the I/Q-EQ in the schematic of Fig. 2 . In addition to these received quadrature signals, the I/Q-EQ also processes the a priori information received, which is constituted by the extrinsic LLRs from the previous iteration and generates the a posteriori information . Subsequently, the combined channel and extrinsic information is extracted from both I/Q-EQs in Fig. 2 and combined, before being passed to the Log-MAP channel decoder. As in the first turbo equalization iteration, the a posteriori and extrinsic information of the encoded bits, namely and , respectively, are evaluated. The following turbo equalization iterations also obey the same sequence of operations, until the iteration termination criterion is met.
A. Conversion of the Decoder A Posteriori LLRs Into Symbols
Let us now highlight the operation of the top left block of Fig. 2 at iteration 2. Here, the statistical average of the I and Q signals, denoted as and , respectively, can be obtained by using [8] (2) where denotes the expectation or averaging operation, is the number of constellation points in each quadrature arm of a particular modulation mode and is the equalizer symbol estimate. The terms and Fig. 3 . The Gray mapping [18] of the 16-QAM mode depicting the in-phase and quadrature-phase components and the corresponding bit assignments.
represent the th I and Q signal, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for 16-QAM.
As an example, consider the 16-QAM symbol, which consists of four bits, namely , and . Assume that the first two bits ( ) correspond to a coordinate on the I axis of the signal constellation, while the other two bits ( ) represent a point on the Q axis , as depicted in Fig. 3 . With reference to Fig. 3 , which illustrates the Gray mapping used in each quadrature arm of the 16-QAM signal constellation and by employing (2), the regenerated quadrature components of , namely and can be expressed as (3) and (4) where the probabilities and for can be written as and , respectively, since the symbol corresponds to bits and , while the symbol is represented by bits and . Note also that can be expressed as , since the transmission of bits and can be assumed to be statistically independent events, when channel interleaving is employed. Similarly, the probability can be written as . Therefore, it is possible to infer the associated 16-QAM symbols, once the probabilities of the bits in the symbol are known. This can be extracted from the decoder's a posteriori LLR in Fig. 2 , since the LLR is the ratio of the probability that the transmitted coded bit, was a logical " 1" to the probability that .
B. I/Q Decoupling Operation
As mentioned previously in Sections III and IV, the aim of the decoupling process is to produce the resultant signals and , which are solely dependent on the I and Q signals, respectively. Let us use (1) and consider as our starting point in highlighting the decoupling operation. It is observed that is dependent on signals and . In order to generate , all contributions of must be removed. This is achieved by first generating estimates of , since it is unknown at the receiver, by using the previous decoder's a posteriori information, which reflects our confidence in whether a 1 or 1 coded bit was transmitted. The conversion process from the decoder LLRs to M-QAM symbol estimates was described in the previous section. Subsequently, these symbols are convolved with the I and Q CIR estimates, in order to generate and . These estimated signals are then removed from the received signal , in order to generate (5) where and are the error functions (6) which arise when inaccurate CIR estimates and low-confidence M-QAM symbol estimates are generated. Similarly, is obtained by subtracting and from , which are generated by using the symbol estimates and the I and Q CIR estimates.
In the first turbo equalization iteration, the values of the error functions are high due to the poor reliability of the regenerated signal estimates. However, through successive turbo equalization iterations the performance of the TEQ-IQ improves, since the reliability of the symbol estimates and CIR estimates is enhanced. The improved reliability of the regenerated symbol estimates reduces the decoupling errors, hence improving the performance of the TEQ-IQ. This will be demonstrated using our simulation results in Section VII.
V. COMPLEXITY OF THE ITEQ-IQ
In order to simplify the complexity analysis of the turbo equalizers, the complexity of the channel encoder, modulator, interleaver, and deinterleaver has been assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the complexity of the turbo equalizer is dependent only on the complexity of the equalizer, the decoder and the number of turbo equalization iterations performed. Since, the complexity of the equalizer and decoder is added and subsequently multiplied by the number of turbo equalization iterations, we must adopt the same measure of complexity for both the equalizer and decoder, which in this paper is the number of associated trellis transitions per information bit. Therefore, the complexity of the equalizer, which is dependent on the number of trellis transitions per coded bit, must be normalized by the overall throughput , which is the product of the number of bits per symbol (BPS) and the code rate , to become the number of transitions per information bit.
For the CT-EQ, the complexity CT-EQ associated with equalizing M-QAM signals transmitted over a complex CIR having a delay spread of symbols is CT-EQ Number of states Number of transitions (7) whereas for the single I/Q-EQ trellis stage -EQ Number of states Number of transitions (8) For the rate and constraint length convolutional decoder, the complexity incurred is
Number of states Number of transitions (9) since the convolutional code is a binary code, which has two branches leaving each state.
Having determined the complexity of the equalizer and decoder as a function of the number of transitions per information bit, the complexity of the TEQ-CT can be estimated as
TEQ-CT
Itr TEQ-CT (10) while the complexity of TEQ-IQ is TEQ-IQ Itr TEQ-IQ (11) where Itr denotes the number of iterations performed by the receiver. A factor of two was introduced in the term 2 found in (11), since two I/Q-EQs are required for performing the equalization. In (11), the first term on the right-hand side represents the complexity incurred in the first TEQ-IQ iteration, where a DFE and a convolutional decoder was employed. The remaining terms correspond to the complexity of the subsequent TEQ-IQ iterations. For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed that the complexity of the DFE is negligible, when compared with the complexity of the I/Q-EQ and CT-EQ. In terms of arithmetic operations, the DFEs complexity is approximately proportional to [2] , where is the number of feed-forward filter taps. Since, we have employed feed-forward filter taps in our investigations, the complexity incurred is approximately 3375 arithmetic operations per equalized M-ary symbol. By contrast, the I/Q-EQ and CT-EQ has to evaluate the trellis transition metric, as well as the forward and backward recursions [14] , [16] respectively, for every transition, resulting in a higher number of operations. Therefore, the complexity of the TEQ-IQ in the first iteration is only dependent on the complexity of the convolutional decoder.
For comparison, we have also evaluated the performance of a low-complexity system, where the decision feedback equalization and turbo convolutional (TC) decoding are performed independently. We refer to this system as DFE-TC. The associated complexity DFE-TC is given by DFE-TC Itr TC (12) where the complexity of the turbo decoder is expressed as 2 2 Itr TC , since the turbo decoder consists of two convolutional decoders. As in (11), we have assumed that the DFEs complexity is negligible.
VI. SYSTEM PARAMETERS
In our forthcoming deliberations, the performance of our proposed TEQ-IQ receiver employing a convolutional decoder is investigated in the context of square-constellation M-QAM systems having a fixed system delay. We will elaborate on our considerations related to the system delay after describing the transmission burst structure.
The rate , constraint length , recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code having octal feedback and feedforward generator polynomials of and , respectively, was invoked in the turbo-equalized M-QAM systems considered. For the DFE-TC system, we have used the rate , convolutional constituent codes employing the feedback generator polynomial of and feed-forward polynomial of . A constraint length of was employed for the convolutional turbo codes for the sake of a fair comparison with the similar-complexity convolutional codes. In our investigations, the decoder was set to perform eight turbo decoding iterations, since experimental investigations have shown that no significant BER performance improvement is attained by using a higher number of iterations. In the first turbo equalization iteration, the DFE of Fig. 2 was employed, as mentioned in Section IV. The number of forward taps and backward taps in the DFE was 15 and 4, respectively. In the subsequent iterations two SISO I/Q-EQs were employed, which utilized the Log-MAP algorithm [14] . The convolutional decoder used in these turbo-equalized M-QAM systems also employed the Log-MAP algorithm, rather than the less complex and more conventional Viterbi MLSE decoder, in order to supply the turbo equalizer with bit confidence values.
The transmission burst structure used in this system is the FMA1 nonspread burst as specified in the Pan-European FRAMES proposal [17] . It consists of a 27-symbol training sequence, surrounded by two 72-symbol data sequences. At each end of the transmission burst, there are threetail symbols. A transmission frequency of 1900 MHz, signalling rate of 2600 kBd and a vehicular speed of 30 mi/h was used. In order to decide on the tolerable system delay and, hence, the size of the channel interleaver, we considered the maximum affordable delay of a speech system. This system delay is mainly determined by the latency introduced by the channel interleavers, where an entire segment of bits must be received in the interleaver's buffer, before their transmission can commence.
Here the processing delay attributed to the channel encoding, modulation and turbo equalization operations has been ignored, although practical systems have a processing delay, which allows them to complete their operations "just" before they have to commence processing the next incoming information block. Typically, speech systems can tolerate system delays, which are less than 40 ms. Here, the acceptable delay is conservatively set to 30 ms. For example, consider a time-division multiple-access/time-division duplex (TDMA/TDD) system, which employs eight uplink and eight downlink slots and where one transmission slot will be available after every sixteen TDMA slots. Furthermore, since each 72-s burst consists of 144 data symbols, the total number of symbols transmitted within 30 ms corresponds to 3456 symbols. Upon assuming an identical signalling rate, the corresponding number of transmitted encoded bits for 4-, 16-, and 64-QAM is 6912, 13 824, and 20736, respectively. Hence, bit-based random channel interleavers of these sizes were invoked in our investigations.
A three-path, symbol-spaced fading CIR of equal weights, described as (13) was utilized, where is a complex variable possessing Rayleigh fading statistics, which obeys a normalized Doppler frequency of 3.3 10 . Furthermore, the fading magnitude and phase was kept constant for the duration of a transmission burst, a condition which we refer to as employing burst-invariant fading. Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b) characterizes the performance of the TEQ-IQ using iterative CIR estimation and the TEQ-CT having perfect CIR information for a 4-QAM system, respectively, after four turbo equalization iterations. For comparison, the performance of the noniterative DFE-TC receiver was also plotted in Fig. 4(b) . For a transmission delay of 30 ms, the size of the channel interleaver implemented was 6912 bits.
VII. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A. 4-QAM System
In Fig. 4(a) , it was observed that after two turbo equalization iterations the performance of the TEQ-CT did not improve significantly, despite invoking further iterations. We used the term critical number of iterations, in order to denote this iteration number, which was two in this case. When employing the TEQ-IQ receiver, the performance obtained after four and five turbo equalization iterations was similar, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Hence, the critical number of iterations performed by the TEQ-IQ receiver was four. The performance achieved by the TEQ-IQ receiver after four iterations was also observed to be similar to that obtained by the TEQ-CT receiver after two iterations in Fig. 4(b) . Substituting and symbol periods into (10) and (11), the TEQ-IQ and the TEQ-CT complexity becomes 176 and 192 transitions per information bit. Hence, a complexity reduction by a factor of 1.1 was achieved by the TEQ-IQ receiver using iterative CIR estimation, while obtaining the same performance as the TEQ-CT receiver having perfect CIR information. It was also observed that the TEQ-IQ achieved an gain of 2.0 dB over the DFE-TC, which incurs a complexity of transitions per information bit.
The ability of the TEQ-IQ receiver to mitigate the channel's ISI was studied as a function of the loss evaluated for the turbo equalization scheme after the critical number of iterations with respect to the decoding performance obtained over the nondispersive AWGN channel, i.e., over the ISI-free channel at BER 10 . In this respect, a loss of 2.1 dB was observed, as evidenced by Fig. 4(b) .
B. 16-QAM System
As a further set of results, Fig. 5(a) displays the performance of the TEQ-CT receiver possessing perfect CIR information for 16-QAM transmitted over the equally-weighted three-path Rayleigh fading CIR of (13) . A channel interleaving size of 13 824 bits was used, in order to maintain a total system delay of approximately 30 ms. The critical number of iterations was three, when employing the 16-QAM TEQ-CT receiver, whereas for the TEQ-IQ, the critical number of iterations was six, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Comparing the performance obtained by the 16-QAM TEQ-IQ using iterative CIR estimation and the TEQ-CT having perfect CIR information after their critical number of iterations, it was observed in Fig. 5(b) that both receivers yielded a similar BER performance. The complexity of the 16-QAM TEQ-CT and TEQ-IQ receivers was estimated as before, by using(10) and (11) , giving 6240 and 512 transitions per trellis interval, respectively. Here, the complexity of the 16-QAM TEQ-IQ receiver was reduced by a factor of 12.2, relative to the TEQ-CT receiver, while still maintaining the same performance. At BER 10 , the TEQ-IQ also outperformed the DFE-TC, which incurs a complexity of , by 3.5 dB. It was also observed in Fig. 5(b) that the performance of the 16-QAM TEQ-IQ receiver after six iterations at BER 10 was 2.0 dB away from the decoding performance obtained over the ISI-free AWGN channel. Recall that the loss of the 4-QAM system was 2.1 dB, hence indicating an improved performance by the TEQ-IQ receiver for 16-QAM. Also worth noting is the difference in the channel interleaver sizes implemented, which was 6912 bits for 4-QAM and 13 824 for 16-QAM. The larger Fig. 6 . Performance of the TEQ-IQ scheme invoking iterative CIR estimation for a convolutional-coded64-QAM system, possessing a channel interleaver size of 20 736 bits communicating over the equally-weighted three-path Rayleigh fading CIR of (13) using a normalized Doppler frequency of 3.3 210 .
interleaving sizes reduced the correlation between the bits, hence yielding a better performance.
C. 64-QAM System
Examining the performance of our 64-QAM system over the same dispersive Rayleigh fading CIR in Fig. 6 , it was observed that the critical number of iterations was ten. The size of the channel interleaver was 20 736 bits. After ten turbo equalization iterations the performance of the TEQ-IQ receiver using iterative CIR estimation at BER 10 was only 1.5 dB from the decoding performance curve over the nondispersive Gaussian CIR, as shown in Fig. 6 . This was an improvement, when compared with the loss of 2.1 and 2 dB suffered by the 4-and 16-QAM systems, respectively and can be attributed to the higher interleaving sizes employed. When compared with the DFE-TC receiver, which incurs a complexity of at BER 10 , the TEQ-IQ achieved an gain of 6.5 dB. Simulations could not be conducted for the 64-QAM TEQ-CT system, since the trellis-based equalizer required states and 64 transitions per state, hence, it was too complex to be implemented. However, by assuming that the critical number of iterations for the TEQ-CT was two -which is the minimum number of iterations that has to be performed in order to achieve any iteration gain at all-and noting that ten iterations were performed by the TEQ-IQ, it was observed that the complexity of the TEQ-IQ was a factor of 51.5 lower than that of the TEQ-CT.
VIII. CONCLUSION
It was observed that the reduced complexity turbo equalizer receiver, namely the TEQ-IQ scheme, employing two I/Q-EQs and iterative CIR estimation was capable of achieving the same performance as the conventional convolutional coding assisted TEQ-CT scheme having perfect CIR information for 4-QAM and 16-QAM, while maintaining a complexity reduction factor of 1.1 and 12.2, respectively. For 64-QAM, we were unable to evaluate the performance of the TEQ-CT receiver for 64-QAM transmissions over the same dispersive Rayleigh fading CIR due to the excessive number of trellis states required. In order to compare the complexity of the TEQ-CT and TEQ-IQ, we assumed that the critical number of iterations for the TEQ-CT scheme was two. It was observed that the complexity of the TEQ-IQ was a factor of 51.5 lower, than that of the TEQ-CT. Furthermore, at BER 10 the performance of the TEQ-IQ receiver using iterative CIR estimation in Fig. 6 was only 1.5 dB from the decoding performance curve recorded for transmission over the nondispersive Gaussian channel. When the performance of the TEQ-IQ was compared with the noniterative and low-complexity DFE-TC receiver, gains of 2.0, 3.5, and 6.5 dB were achieved by the TEQ-IQ for the 4-, 16-, and 64-QAM systems, respectively.
